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Abstract 

Hospitalized patients and their caregivers often access technologies like patient portals to understand what happens 

during their hospital stay. Although this access can lead to more patient engagement and positive health outcomes, 

many find that the technology does not support their needs. As a first step toward improving patient-facing 

technologies we create personas for hospitalized patients and their caregivers by following the Q Methodology, a 

technique for quantifying subjective opinion. We clustered 28 hospitalized patients’ and 19 caregivers’ attitudes 

towards receiving and managing information and working with their care team.  We contribute three patient personas: 

patients who are (1) accommodating information seekers, (2) involved safety guardians, and (3) self-managing 

participators. We identify three caregiver personas: (1) cooperative information seekers, (2) vocal participators, and 

(3) hands-off safety guardians. These personas can inform future tools designed to support communication and 

information management for hospitalized patients and caregivers. 

Introduction 

Allowing patients to access their health information while in the hospital enables them to be active participants in their 

care1, to have increased satisfaction, to engage in healthy behaviors, and to have improved understanding of their 

care2,3.  Patients want to understand many different aspects of their care, including their medications,  the plan of care, 

and the workflow of activities4,5. However, patients and caregivers (i.e., friends or family members who help or 

accompany the patient during their hospital stay) face substantial barriers to receiving information and engaging in 

their care while in the hospital. These challenges include the lack of supportive tools4, poor setup of their hospital 

room4, challenges communicating with their care team4,6,  cognitive challenges from treatment as well as their illness, 

and ergonomic limitations due to their environment7.  

Research thus far has highlighted the needs of patients and the difference between their needs and the needs of 

clinicians. Missing from existing work is an understanding of how patients’ needs differ from each other, and how 

patient-facing technologies should be designed to accommodate those differences. Researchers have found that 

hospitalized patients differ in their interest and approach to engagement with their care8, and that people managing a 

chronic disease differ in their use of technology9. Yet, more work is needed to understand how hospitalized patients’ 

and caregivers’ values and priorities differ, and how the design of patient-facing technologies can better support those 

differences. A common approach to designing for such different types of users is to use personas10,11. To identify 

personas in order to support the information needs of hospitalized patients, we use the Q methodology and semi-

structured interviews12,13.  

We identify hospitalized patient and caregiver user groups based on how they prioritize information in the hospital 

and how they want to work with their care team. We base those user groups on our study with 28 hospitalized patients 

and 19 caregivers. Through this work, we contribute (1) an explanation of six distinct personas that represent 

hospitalized patients and caregivers, and (2) implications for the design of tools that support the varied information 

and communication needs of hospitalized patients and caregivers. 

Related Work 

In a hospital environment, patients and their caregivers find it challenging to maintain up-to-date awareness of the 

patient's’ health status and plans of care14, managing their information and communicating with their care team. We 

briefly summarize this research and how creating personas for patients and caregivers contributes new insights. 

Patient and Caregiver Information Needs in the Hospital  

Patients want to receive a variety of information about their care such as the plan of care, the schedule of activities, 

information about their vitals, food, and providers on their care team4. Patients also want to know that information 

such as their allergies or preferences is effectively communicated to their care team. They want to ensure that 

information they communicate is properly propagated to the care system, for example that their current clinical team 



  

knows their allergy information15 or contextual information about their treatment routine16, and that such information 

is properly transferred to clinical staff from one shift to another to achieve continuity of care16.  

Caregivers play an important role in managing care. Caregivers act as a proxy in the care of patients to make treatment 

decisions17,18, or to communicate on behalf of the patient17. They also provide social support in transition periods or 

when the patient faces cognitive challenges16, normalize the patient experiences19,20, and act as companion, assistant, 

representative, navigator, and planner for pediatric patients17. In a critical care environment, patients and families have 

limited cognitive resources to be able to process and manage their health information. Patients may forget 40-80% of 

what was said during a medical consultation almost immediately21. The order and modality in which information is 

presented, perceived importance, and health context can all impact the patient’s likelihood of remembering information21.  

In addition to needing to receive a variety of types of information, patients and their caregivers want to effectively 

manage, capture, and communicate information to the care team16. Without tools to accomplish this, patients would 

have to remember all the information providers share and be responsible for keeping their providers aware of their 

needs during shift changes and transitions in care16. Further, critically ill patients often need substantial help from 

caregivers for managing information from clinicians22.  

This prior work has helped identify the multitude of information needs that patients and caregivers have. Our study 

adds to this knowledge by investigating how patients and caregivers prioritize different information needs and how 

they cluster together based on shared priorities. 

Patient and Caregiver Communication with the Care Team  

The Institute of Medicine has emphasized that providers should engage in patient-centric care, “responsive to 

individual patient preferences, needs and values and ensuring that patient values guide all the clinical decisions”23. 

Even though patient and caregiver engagement in the hospital is important, it can be heavily impacted by the 

relationship they have with their care team. A high-quality relationship with the provider might make people more 

comfortable communicating certain questions to providers, such as information seeking questions about medication24, 

and more interested in engaging with their care team around improving safety issues6. A good quality relationship is 

associated with lower disease burden and greater uses of preventative care services25. When patients have an increase 

in perceived control and communication with the provider, it leads to improvements in trust in their provider26. But 

when the relationship with the care team is not as strong, patients encounter significant barriers in communicating 

with their care team, such as asymmetrical power dynamics that are typically dominated by the physician27, fear of 

being perceived as a “difficult” patient27, and lack of comfort asking challenging questions such as asking if a health 

care provider washed their hands6. 

The patient’s level of engagement in their care and their attitudes to their care team play a role in the information they 

receive in the hospital and how they engage with it. In this work we contribute empirical findings about how patients 

and caregivers prioritize and balance relationships and communication with their care team relative to their 

information needs. 

Personas in Health Domains  

Although some technologies exist to support patients’ needs for information about their care and engagement with the 

care team14, existing tools insufficiently support tailored, patient-specific information14. To understand how technologies 

might offer tailored support to patients and caregivers with different needs, we seek to identify different patient and 

caregiver personas based on their information and collaboration needs. Personas are user archetypes that characterize 

users based on their attitudes, goals and behaviors11. They are  informed by a variety of types of data and methods, from 

qualitative insights on user goals11 to data driven personas based on behaviors33. Personas are used during the design 

process to help: build empathy towards users10; facilitate communication about design choices10; reduce conflicts about 

what the perceived user goals are10,11; and summarize data about users and their needs. Personas have helped characterize 

users in many health domains such as heart failure self-management28, home healthcare technologies29,30,  child cancer 

survivors31, or older adults32.  Based on the demonstrated usefulness of personas in these health domains, we characterize 

users of patient facing technologies based on attitudes towards information and communication needs. 

Methods  

We used a mixed methods approach to identify the attitudes and opinions of patients and caregivers around information 

needs, information engagement, information management, and the relationships and social perceptions surrounding 

care delivery in the hospital. We used the Q methodology34 to structure data collection with the patient and caregiver, 

and interviewed the participants twice, first during the study session, and second during a follow up a week after 

discharge. The study was approved by the researchers’ institutional review board. 



  

Q Methodology 

To understand how patients prioritize and make sense of getting 

and managing information while hospitalized, we used the Q 

Methodology12,34 to structure our data collection and analyze our 

data. The method quantifies subjective opinions through two key 

features – a set of statements about a topic, and a grid for ranking 

those statements in the shape of a normal distribution (Figure 1). 

By quantifying subjective opinions, the Q Methodology leads to 

the creation of personas by understanding what people feel most 

strongly about. It provides many of the advantages of qualitative 

methods, such as discovering themes in rich subjective data. The 

Q methodology is a small-sample technique that offers statistical 

validity to the qualitative interpretation of subjective data, 

making it useful for small samples (<50 people)12. The Q 

methodology has increasingly been used to cluster types of users based on beliefs and reactions to technology12, and 

to describe the tradeoffs and attitudes individuals have about health technology in a structured way9,13. This method 

showed how common attitudes towards health and technology supersede typical demographic segmentations like 

gender, age, and ethnicity in the context of a chronic disease population9. 

The Q methodology requires participants to order a set of statements relative to one another using a grid like the one 

shown in Figure 1. Researchers created a set of 34 statements, as described below. To identify patient priorities, we 

use the Q sorting activity: a highly structured data collection activity in which participants need to organize the 

subjective statements in a grid shaped like a normal distribution. The extremes of the distribution are the statements 

that participants agree or disagree with the most, with Neutral in the middle. The statements placed at the extremes 

receive the most weight in the quantitative data analysis. Based on this distribution, we can compare each person’s 

ranking with the statistical technique of factor analysis, and thus, identify patterns of subjective opinions.  

Participants were asked to read through the statements and place them into a grid based on how much they agree or 

disagree with the statement relative to all the other statements. The researchers then probed the participants to explain 

their reasoning for the placement of statements and their general opinion about the statements. After participants 

organized all the 34 statements into the grid, we interviewed them about topics such as their routines during their 

hospital stay, communication with staff, families and friends, or the use of technology while hospitalized. A follow 

up phone interview was conducted within 7 days of the discharge. The patients and caregivers conducted the Q sorting 

activity and interviews separately, then discussed together, and took breaks as needed. The information from 

interviews is used to complement participant agreement with statements by adding qualitative insights. 

Creating the Q Statement Set 

For the Q sorting process we started with a set of 89 statements that described different attitudes related to interacting 

with information and people in the hospital environment, based on prior research on patient-provider communication, 

patient information needs, and based on data from prior surveys on patients and caregivers4,14. These statements 

pertained to communication preferences, empowerment, information management, information needs and 

relationships. Based on pilots with children and adults, we narrowed down the Q set to 34 statements 

https://patientsassafeguards.ischool.uw.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/AMIA19Q.pdf, such as “(6) It’s important 

to speak up to doctors and nurses when I have a question”, “(3) It’s important to know why each medication is given 

to me”, or “(12) It’s important that I am not a bother to my doctors and nurses”. Caregiver statements were almost 

identical, with adjustments to the pronoun where appropriate. Since caregivers and patients can play different roles in 

care, using identical Q statements between these two populations allowed us to find where caregivers and patients 

converged and diverged from each other.  

Analysis 

Each participant’s ranking of statements was transcribed and entered into the freely available PQMethod software35. 

We separated the Q rankings created by patients from those created by caregivers. We used principal component 

analysis and rotated using the varimax method36. This analysis surfaces unique clusters where participants’ Q 

statements clustered together. Each identified cluster was therefore a selection of participants who unambiguously 

load highly in the cluster. Each cluster had a set of distinguishing statements that characterized a unique point of view, 

ranked from -4 (Disagree the most) to +4 (Agree the most). The distinguishing statements for each cluster are 

statistically significant, meaning that participants ranked those statements much higher or lower than participants in 

other clusters, at minimum threshold of p<0.05. In the results we will refer to the distinguishing statements by marking 

 
Figure 1. Force distribution for ranking statements 



  

their relative ranking with an asterisk. For example, we will refer to knowing information about medication (+4*) to 

refer to a statement that participants strongly agreed with, is a statistically significant (at p<0.05), and is a 

distinguishing statement for that cluster. To supplement the quantitative analysis, we analyzed interviews qualitatively 

based on codes grounded in the original statement categories, with additional codes developed based on emergent 

themes identified during the content analysis. 

Participants 

We recruited 28 patients and 19 caregivers at two study sites: an adult tertiary care hospital and a pediatric hospital. 

Patients (13 male, 14 female) had a median age of 53 for adults, and 12 for children. Caregivers (2 male, 15 female) 

were or age: one was 18-29, seven were 30-39, six were 40-49, three were 50-59 years old, and two did not specify 

the age. Participants had diverse educational and racial backgrounds: Hispanic/Latino (6), American Indian/Alaska 

Native (2), Asian (5), Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander (1), Black/African American (7), White/Caucasian (30). 

Based on regional population demographics, we used purposeful sampling to identify eligible participants based on 

age, gender, race, ethnicity, and we sought an even distribution across hospital services (medical or surgical). Research 

coordinators approached patients who had been in the hospital for at least 24 hours, spoke English, and were able to 

participate in a conversation about their current care. The coordinators obtained informed consent, and conducted a 

verbal questionnaire to collect demographics and information about the current hospital stay. In our pediatric cohort, 

participants needed to be at least 7 years old and have parental consent as well as their own assent to participate. 

Caregivers included family members and friends who actively observed and participated in the care for the patient.  

Results  

The Q-sorting principal component analysis surfaced three clusters, from the PQMethod35 software analysis, for 

patient attitudes and three clusters for caregiver attitudes. We present these clusters described as personas in the next 

section. Of the 28 patient participants, two were not able to complete the Q sort process because of interruptions 

related to their health condition or hospital stay. Adult patient quotations are indicated by an “A” and youth quotations 

by a “Y”, followed by a number (e.g. A02), or “C” for caregiver, followed by the participant number (e.g. C08). A 

complete list of the distinguishing statements is available at https://patientsassafeguards.ischool.uw.edu/wp-

content/uploads/2019/07/AMIA19Q.pdf.  

The personas are different between the patient and caregiver groups, however patient and caregiver personas also 

share dimensions. Both patients and caregivers have safety guardian personas, but they differ in how engaged they 

are with the care team. Both patients and caregivers have information seeker personas, but they differ in how 

cooperative or accommodating they are with the care team. Both populations have personas that are interested in being 

active participants in their care, either holistically, or focused specifically on self-management.  

Patient Personas 

Patients fell into three clusters with shared attitudes towards managing and receiving information in the hospital, and 

collaborating with the care team. These patient clusters account for 45% of the variance in the patient group, and were 

relatively evenly split between Cluster 1 (n=9), 2 (n=6), and 3 (n=7). Four patients did not have significant associations 

with any of the clusters, or fit across multiple clusters, so they are not included in the persona descriptions below. The 

clusters had an even distribution between hospital sites (adult and children’s), gender, and type of service (medical vs. 

surgical). All patient participants cared about actively engaging with their care in that they strongly disagreed with 

statement #30: "I prefer to leave decisions about my medical care up to my doctor". The patients expressed general 

agreement with statements about wanting to know what will happen with their care for the day (#2), the importance 

of speaking up when they have a question (#6), and feeling like their doctors and nurses listen to them (#21). However, 

key differences emerged regarding how the participants prioritized types of information, relationships, and level of 

engagement. Based on these differences, we describe three patient personas. 

Patient Persona 1: The Accommodating Information Seeker 

The persona emerging from the first cluster of the Q analysis (n=9) is distinguished by 8 statements, summarized in 

Table 2.  We call this persona the “Accommodating Information Seeker”, based on their priority for knowing different 

types of information as well as their apathy in learning more about or interacting with their care team.  

The “accommodating information seeker” strongly values getting information about various aspects of their care, with 

an emphasis on information immediately relevant for them. For example, accommodating information seekers think 

it important to know about their medication (+4*), about rapidly changes of situation like the severity of their condition 

(+4*), and the way to get information when they are worried (+3*). Many patients spoke specifically about wanting 

to know changes in their medications. For example: “knowledge is power and [knowing] what medications I’m taking 



  

and for what condition and is this a medication that’s just temporary related to this condition that I have or is this 

one of my regular medications that I take for a different condition?” (A06).  

These patients are “accommodating” to their care team in the sense that they are willing to let their clinicians go about 

their business without interruption. Accommodating information seekers found it less important to engage with their 

care team and know either the care team’s workflow (-3*), or their names and responsibilities (-2*). Despite patients’ 

interest in getting access to information when they are worried, patients did not think it important to feel like clinicians 

had time to answer their questions (-1*). Nonetheless, they were not concerned about being a bother to the care team 

(-1*) and were willing to assert their voices about topics they cared about, like medication (+4*): “If you’re still 

confused [and] nobody can help now, you worry. So you need something, like ask doctor what I have to do to keep my 

body continue to working” (A14).  

Patient Persona 2:  The Involved Safety Guardian 

The persona describing the second cluster of the Q analysis (n=6) is distinguished by 8 statements, summarized in 

Table 2. We call this persona the “Involved Safety Guardian”, based on patients being actively involved in patient 

care that appears grounded in a concern about patient safety.  

Participants in this cluster took a “safety guardian” role, finding it important to receive information that is critical to 

their safety, such as awareness of possible safety errors (+3*) or reasoning for medication (+4*). These patients also 

were “involved” in their care because they wanted to stay informed about how doctors and nurses communicate 

between shift changes (+2) and to make sure they got information in a way they could understand (+4). Some patients 

emphasized getting information in formats they could understand, such as pictures or video. One participant 

mentioned: “I'm a visual person, like you can’t just like give me a bunch of handouts and tell me to read them and 

that I'll get it? … you kind of have to like show me when you're talking to me” (A02).  

Compared to other clusters, participants associated with this cluster felt that cost concerns and respecting privacy were 

least important. In contrast to the “accommodating information seekers”, patient participants in this group were less 

concerned about understanding the seriousness of their medical situation. 

Patient Persona 3: The Self-Managing Participator 

The third persona comprises participants in the third cluster of the Q analysis (n=7), and is distinguished by 9 

statements, summarized in Table 2. We call this persona the “Self-Managing Participator”, based on patients’ interest 

in being active participants in their care and performing self-management of their condition. 

Patients associated with this cluster placed greater emphasis on “active” participation (+4) as one of the highest ranked 

items in their sorting grid compared to the “Accommodating Information Seekers” (+1) and the “Involved Safety 

Guardians” (0).  These patients found it important to know the reasoning of their doctors (+3*), and they were not 

concerned that they might be a bother to their care team (-4*). Patients in this cluster were also interested in the longer-

term trajectory of their care, indicating “self-management” interest, such as when they would leave the hospital (+3*). 

One patient stated: “I'm a control freak, I like to be in control so it's important that I am, if not totally in control, … you 

really want to be an active participant so that you understand the consequences later on, because you expect to be living 

the consequences later on” (A05). These patients cared about aspects like illness severity (+4*), similarly to the 

“Accommodating Information Seekers”. But this cluster focused primarily on how their illness would impact the future: 

“I don’t want to know if it’s worsening, but I want to know how serious it is so I can do stuff myself to help.” (Y12).  

Compared to the other clusters, patients in this cluster were least concerned about the way information is 

communicated (0*), possibly because they appreciate information in any form. These patients rated the question about 

Patient Personas Distinguishing Statement Ranking 

Accommodating 

Information 

Seekers 

(3) “It’s important to know why each medication is given to me”  +4 

(22) “It's important to know how my doctors and nurses are communicating with each other at 

shift changes” 

-3 

Involved Safety 

Guardians 

(25) “It's important to know what kinds of safety errors can happen with patients in my situation”  +3 

(11) “It’s important to get information in a way that I can understand”  +4 

Self-Managing 

Participator 

(17) “It’s important that I be an active participant in my healthcare”  +4 

(12) “It’s important that I am not a bother to my doctors and nurses”  -4 

Table 2. Example distinguishing statements for each attitude cluster, (P>0.05, +4=Most Agree, -4=Most Disagree) 



  

concerns with possible safety errors the lowest (-3), compared to the “accommodating information seekers” (+1) and 

the “involved safety guardians” (+3). 

Caregiver Personas 

Using the Q sort analysis, we identified three caregiver personas from the 19 caregiver participants. Our caregiver 

sample size was determined by the caregiver presence at the research site. All pediatric patients had at least one 

caregiver present (16 participants), but far fewer adult patients in this study had such active caregivers (3 participants). 

The three caregiver clusters identified in the Q analysis account for 59% of the variance in the caregiver group. Three 

participants fit across multiple clusters, so their data is not included in the analysis of the personas below. Each cluster 

included caregivers from the adult and the pediatric patients. 

In contrast to the patients, the caregiver group had a greater consensus in attitudes, both agreement and disagreement, 

about the Q statement ranking. Thus, fewer statements distinguished each caregiver cluster. Some topics that 

caregivers commonly agreed upon included (1) giving importance to having information that's easy to share with 

others (#24), and (2) having someone else help keep track of things is important (#19). Caregivers also said they 

wanted to feel doctors had time to answer their questions (#14) and to know about different treatment options (#7). 

Caregivers did not agree with the statement that they should know only what the doctors think is important (#31).  

Caregiver Persona 1: The Cooperative Information Seeker 

The persona resulting from the first caregiver cluster of the Q analysis (n=10) is distinguished by 8 statements, 

summarized in Table 3.We call this persona the “Cooperative Information Seeker” based on the caregiver’s interest 

in specific details and information about the care being given to the patient and their value of getting along with 

members of the care team. 

These caregivers were “information seekers”, wanting to know how serious the patient's condition is (+4*), having 

medications explained to them (+4), and knowing different treatment options (+3). These caregivers also found it 

important to be an active participant in the patient care (+2). These caregivers disagreed with “only want[ing] to know 

what the doctor thinks is important” (-4), or leaving the decisions about the patient to the care team (-2). These 

caregivers wanted to be “cooperative” with the care team, to have a positive relationships with the care team (+2*),  

and, that it is important to feel like doctors have time to answer their questions (+3). One caregiver placed the 

responsibility of a good relationship to the care team, instead of the patient-caregiver team. In a statement reflecting 

their own role as patient proxy, they said: “a bad start is a bad start.  And that’s why it’s good rapport, and I think as 

a patient, I don’t need to worry about that.  Nurses and doctors need to” (C08). 

This caregiver cluster is different from the other caregiver clusters in terms of interest in tracking. They expressed 

greater agreement with statements around the importance of information tracking (0), compared to the second cluster, 

the “Vocal Participators” (-3), and the third cluster, the “Entrusting Safety Guardians” (-3). These caregivers also 

strongly disagreed with relying on memory (-3), compared to the “Vocal Participators” (+1) and “Entrusting Safety 

Guardians” (0). The information seeker caregivers were relatively neutral in their attitudes about information 

management, compared to cluster 2 and cluster 3 who strongly disagreed with statements about tracking (#18).  

Caregiver Persona 2: The Vocal Participator 

The second caregiver persona is based on the second caregiver cluster of the Q analysis (n=3), and is distinguished by 

8 statements, summarized in Table 3. We call this persona the “Vocal Participator” because the place the greatest 

importance on the idea of being an active participant.  

Caregiver Personas Distinguishing Statement Ranking 

Cooperative 

Information 

Seekers 

(15) “It’s important to know how serious the patient's illness is” +4 

(27) “It’s important that I have a positive relationship with the doctors and nurses”  +2  

(20) “I like to keep track of things by just paying attention and remembering”  -3 

Vocal 

Participators 

(17) “It’s important that I be an active participant in the patient's healthcare”  +4 

(12) “It’s important that I am not a bother to the doctors and nurses”  -4 

Hands-off 

Safety 

Guardians 

(25)“It’s important to know what kinds of safety errors can happen with patients in our situation”  +2 

(30) “I prefer to leave decisions about the patient’s medical care up to the doctor.” 0 

(32) “It’s important to get information at a time when I can focus”  -4 

Table 3. Example distinguishing statements for each attitude cluster, (P>0.05, +4=Most Agree, -4=Most Disagree) 



  

Caregivers in this cluster are “Vocal participators”. Across clusters, caregivers ranked statement #17, about being an 

active participant in the patient’s healthcare as the most important statement in the entire Q set (+4*), but participants 

in this caregiver cluster ranked it significantly higher than those in other clusters. They agreed with other statements 

such as being listened to by doctors and nurses (+4*), or speaking up when they have a question (+3*). This group 

strongly disagreed the most with the statement about leaving decision-making solely up to the clinicians (-4*). One 

caregiver summarized this sentiment: “I'm very active in her care, so I really don't prefer to leave any of it all the way 

up to the doctor.  Her doctor, specific doctor who we don't get to see all the time because he's not on call, but always 

asks me my opinion first because he knows that I read up on the disease” (C03). These caregivers place importance 

on knowing the names and responsibilities of the doctors and nurses (+2*), and were not concerned about being a 

bother to their care team (-4*).  

Caregiver Persona 3: The Hands-off Safety Guardian 

The third persona resulting from the third caregiver cluster of the Q analysis (n=3) is distinguished by 6 statements, 

summarized in Table 3. One of the most representative statements for these “safety guardians” is to know about safety 

errors (+2*), to understand the doctor’s reasoning when making a decision (+4), severity of patient illness (+4), 

medication information (+3). We call this persona the “Hands-off Safety Guardian” based on their focus on concerns 

about safety but neutral in controlling the patient’s care or even receiving information at their own convenience. 

However, the caregivers in this cluster are more hands-off regarding their role relative to clinicians. They did not 

strongly agree or disagree with statements about leaving decisions about the patient care to the doctors (0*), and 

knowing only what the doctor feels is relevant (-1*). These caregivers are more balanced in leaving decisions to the 

care team (0*) than the “Cooperative Information Seekers” (-2) and the “Vocal Participators” (-4), who explicitly 

prioritized not leaving decisions to the care teams. Consistent with a more hands-off engagement, are the 

distinguishing statements that these caregivers do not find it important to get information at a time when they can 

focus (-4*), or that the care team needs to listen to them (-2*). 

Discussion  

This study demonstrates that using a mixed method approach for clustering patients and caregivers can identify 

different persona types for how hospitalized patients and their caregivers want to engage with their care and prioritize 

information. Although other work has described personas for people managing chronic conditions—such as heart 

failure, or cancer28,31—this work adds insights into the type of personas we encounter in the hospital environment, for 

both patients and caregivers. Our analysis contributes knowledge that individual patients and caregivers place different 

relative values on three types of needs: information seeking about their care (e.g. updates about care, information 

about self-management), patient safety, and the active engagement in self-care and communication with the care team. 

Our personas demonstrate how, while individual patients and caregivers may care about all three types of needs, they 

prioritize each of these needs differently. This difference in relative values means that patient-facing technologies 

must include features to support a variety of approaches to receiving and engaging with information and 

communication in the hospital. We describe a variety of features based on prior work that patient facing technology 

might include to support the multitude of priorities highlighted by the personas. 

Designing for Information Seeking 

Two of the personas we identified prioritize access to information over a strong active participation in their care, so 

technology should be proactive in providing information, without people having to seek it out. Inpatient-facing 

systems need to offer a range of detailed information, including the status of the patient, often related to the immediate 

care in the hospital, plan of care, medication, changes in their condition, or information about severity of the patient’s 

condition. For medication information, systems should provide patients with information about what the medicine is, 

why they are taking the medicine, how to take and how much of the medicine to take, or what alternatives exist. 

Because both the patient (Accommodating Information Seeker) and caregiver personas (Cooperative Information 

Seeker) reflect a need to have a good relationship with providers or to not be a burden, information should be delivered 

in a way that is very easy for them to understand it. For example, the provided information could adapt to the level of 

health literacy of the patient and use delivery modalities like audio and video37,38.   

To prioritize caregiver’s needs, inpatient portals could support sharing features or the ability to have several caregivers 

interact with the portal. For example, technology should enable collaboration between several caregivers in tracking 

data about what is happening in the hospital, such as symptoms, or what the providers communicate about patient 

care. These features should be designed with special considerations for maintaining privacy between the patient and 

caregiver when appropriate39.  



  

The different priorities in being an Accommodating Information Seeker patient versus a Cooperative Information 

Seeker caregiver leads to different design implications for how these personas want to engage with the care team. 

Because caregivers are not as worried about being a burden to providers, systems can facilitate cooperation with the 

care team by sharing the names, photos, roles, and schedules of individual care team members. This can make it easier 

for the caregiver to engage with the team. To support the Accommodating patient, systems can enable the patient to 

communicate their needs while providing flexibility in the modality of this communication. Systems can prioritize 

asynchronous electronic communication, and flag which questions are urgent to the care team, to reduce patient 

concerns about being a bother and allow them to perform question “triage”40. To make patients more comfortable in 

contacting specific providers to ask questions, systems can include information about how each member of the care 

team prefers to be messaged, or the ability to choose which member of the care team they contact.   

Designing for Safety  

Being a safety guardian is often associated with being a vigilant monitor, in particular of communication with 

clinicians41,42. Systems should include a variety of features to support the different levels of involvement that Safety 

Guardians want to have. The needs reflected by the Involved Safety Guardian patient suggest that patient-facing 

portals should include features that promote active participation from patients, and enable keeping patients aware of 

safety issues, medication, and errors that can occur. Systems could support patients in actively reviewing their 

medication and preventing errors40,43. Through active engagement, patients could use checklists where to monitor 

whether they are getting the correct medication, alerts and reminders to monitor provider’s hygiene, and other potential 

hazards.  

For the Hands-Off Safety Guardian caregiver persona, who is less engaged in managing safety issues, systems can 

provide ways to monitor their safety that do not introduce greater cognitive or physical burdens, such as FAQs about 

safety, common questions by patients like me, notification about important safety issues (e.g., changes in medication), 

or issues to watch for when taking medication. By including a variety of features, patient-facing technology can appeal 

to patients and caregivers with varied levels of engagement in care. 

Designing for Active Participation 

Being an active participator in one’s care involves a high interest in both information about care and in engaging with 

the care team, thus systems should be designed to actively support patients in participating in their care. To support 

the Self-Managing Participator patient, patient facing portals should be proactive in offering information about the 

patient’s care and self-management of their condition, such as changes occurring in their care, changes in medication, 

severity of their condition, or plan of care. To help patients prepare for discharge and managing care outside of 

hospital, technology can help patients build up knowledge about how to manage their health, and techniques to build 

self-efficacy towards managing their health44.  

The Vocal Participator caregiver persona prioritized a high level of engagement with the care team. Systems can 

support them with features that enable high engagement: requesting a second opinion, engaging with doctors and 

nurses at times that are convenient not only for the clinicians but also for the patient and caregiver, notifications about 

when their doctor is due to arrive for consultation, what each care provider is in charge of for their care, or the ability 

to give feedback to the provider about what they did well or what could be improved. This information is of importance 

to caregivers, because that can help them be present for important communication events such as during rounds or 

when important decisions are discussed. 

Limitations and Future Work 

Although personas are a commonly used tool to help designers make decisions, they will not capture every user’s 

needs; rather, personas are meant to identify archetypes of a variety of users. People might have additional needs 

beyond what has been identified in prior work4,14. In addition, our sample was designed for breadth rather than depth 

in understanding how the needs and values of patients and caregivers differ between hospital settings or units within 

a hospital. Our approach offers a broad holistic view of hospitalized patient and caregiver priorities, but it is possible 

that if medical and surgical patients’ data were analyzed separately there might be a different prioritization of needs 

across personas. Also, we assessed how patients and caregivers prioritized information and communication needs at 

one point in time, but patient or caregiver priorities could change during their stay in the hospital. Further research is 

needed to understand whether these personas can be applied broadly across all hospital contexts, or if certain care 

contexts bring with them certain priorities. We have found distinctions between the patient and caregiver personas, 

but more work is needed to understand how the differences in priorities of participants in our study transfer to different 

population groups, including based on demographics, disease type, settings, or across different types of caregivers.  



  

Conclusion  

Our work contributes a new understanding of information management and communication priorities of hospitalized 

patients and caregivers. Through our mixed-methods approach, we identified three patient personas: accommodating 

information seekers, involved safety guardians, and self-managing participators. We also identified three caregiver 

personas: cooperative information seekers, vocal participators, hands-off safety guardians. These personas could be 

used by designers of technologies to ensure that during the design process the personas facilitate design choices10 that 

support the needs of different kinds of people, with different priorities and needs. We hope that versatile technology 

will support a variety of patients and caregivers to have their needs met with inpatient technologies, and to help them 

understand their hospital care and enable them to play an active role in safeguarding their hospital stay.  
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